Become a 60 Second e³ Series Expert

Everything you need to know to build a basic eMerge system in less than a minute.

One-Door System
A One (1) ES-1MB1 1-Door, 1-Mullion Mount Reader Essential Access System Bundle (Part # ES-1MB)
B One (1) ProxCard II 25-Pack, 125 kHz, Wiegand Proximity Access Cards (Part # ProxCardII)

Two-Door System
A One (1) ES-1MB1 1-Door, 1-Mullion Mount Reader Essential Access System Bundle (Part # ES-1MB)
B One (1) ES-1DLB1 Single Door License with Reader Bundle (Part # ES-1DLB)
C One (1) ProxCard II 25-Pack, 125 kHz, Wiegand Proximity Access Cards (Part # ProxCardII)

Three-Door System
A One (1) ES-1MB1 1-Door, 1-Mullion Mount Reader Essential Access System Bundle (Part # ES-1MB)
B Two (2) ES-1DLB1 Single Door License with Reader Bundle (Part # ES-1DLB)
C One (1) ProxCard II 25-Pack, 125 kHz, Wiegand Proximity Access Cards (Part # ProxCardII)

1 Includes One (1) 2N1 Reader HAF 125 kHz, HID-Compatible, Proximity Access Card Reader (Part # P-300HA)

www.nortekcontrol.com/emerge-browser-managed-access-systems.php
A, One (1) ES-4MB² 4-Door, 4-Mullion Mount Reader Essential Access System Bundle (Part # ES-4MB)
B, One (1) ProxCard II 25-Pack, 125 kHz, Wiegand Proximity Access Cards (Part # ProxCardII)

Six-Door System
A, One (1) EL36-4MB² 4-Door, 4-Reader Elite Access System Bundle (Part # EL36-4MB)
B, One (1) ACM2DB³ 2-Door, 2-Reader ACM with Reader Bundle (Part # ACM2DB); ACM mounts inside either the ES or EL standard metal enclosure
C, One (1) ProxCard II 25-Pack, 125 kHz, Wiegand Proximity Access Cards (Part # ProxCardII)

Eight-Door System
A, One (1) EL36-4MB² 4-Door, 4-Reader Elite Access System Bundle (Part # EL36-4MB)
B, One (1) ACM4DB³ 4-Door, 4-Reader Access System Bundle (Part # ACM4DB); ACM mounts inside either the ES or EL standard metal enclosure
C, One (1) ProxCard II 25-Pack, 125 kHz, Wiegand Proximity Access Cards (Part # ProxCardII)

Ten-Door System
A, One (1) EL36-4MB² 4-Door, 4-Reader Elite Access System Bundle (Part # EL36-4MB)
B, One (1) EXN-2MB³ 2-Door, 2-Reader Access System Expansion Bundle (Part # EXN-2MB)
C, One (1) ACM4DB³ 4-Door, 4-Reader Access Control Module Bundle (Part # ACM4DB); ACM mounts inside either the ES or EL standard metal enclosure
D, One (1) ProxCard II 25-Pack, 125 kHz, Wiegand Proximity Access Cards (Part # ProxCardII)

ES = eMerge Essential
EL = eMerge Elite
² Includes Four (4) 2N1 Reader HAF 125 kHz, HID, AWID and Farpointe compatible, Proximity Access Card Reader (2N1ProxHAF – Item #620-100451)
³ Includes Two (2) 2N1 Reader HAF 125 kHz, HID, AWID and Farpointe compatible, Proximity Access Card Reader (2N1ProxHAF – Item #620-100451)

To try an E3-Series eMerge system, go to:  www.nortekcontrol.com/try-emerge-essential.php
For License-to-Go™ upgrades, go to:  www.e3upgrade.com